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CORRELLIAN SPOTLIGHT M. REV DONALD LEWIS-HIGHCORRELL
Rev. Don Lewis, Chancellor of the Correllian Tradition

 . Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell, commonly known
M
as Rev. Don Lewis, is First Priest and Paramount High
Priest of the Correllian Tradition. Rev. Don became First
Priest of the Tradition at the same time as Lady Krystel's
acclamation as First Priestess in 1579 Pi. (1979 AD),
despite his being quite young at the time. At Mabon of
Year 0 Aq. (2000 AD) Rev. Don was created Chancellor
of the Tradition as well. To hear some of Rev. Don's
teachings on video and audio go to Correllian.com.
As Chancellor of the Tradition Don is responsible for the
day-to-day running of the Tradition, and all matters affecting it. The Chancellor is
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empowered to act on behalf of the Tradition's leadership, both severally and as a
whole, to ensure the smooth running of the Tradition. The office of Chancellor was
created by the Correllian leadership and Council of Elders as a response to the
increasing difficulty of managing a public and growing
Tradition.
Rev. Don with his mother, Blv. Regent LaVeda
As First Priest of the Tradition, Rev. Don is also the Chief
Priest of the Correll Mother Temple. In addition Rev. Don
has served as Chief Priest of several Correllian Temples
of ordinary standing, including the Temple of the Dancers
of Shakti and the Temple of Avalon in the '70s and '80s,
and eventually Temple Head for Dancers of Shakti. In
1591 Pi. (1991 AD) Rev. Don became the Founding
Temple Head of Holy City Temple in Chicago, which he
co-founded with his brother Edward High Correll.
Rev. Don is the son of Blv. Lady LaVeda, former Regent of the Correllian
Tradition. Rev. Don is the head of the Mabelline branch of the High-Correll family.
He has been an initiated Priest of the Correllian Tradition since 1576 Pi. (1976
AD), and a Third Degree High Priest since 1579 Pi. (1979 AD).
Rev. Don received his training from Rev. Krystel
High-Correll, Chief Priestess of the Correll Mother Temple.
Rev. Don also received training in the Blv. Lady LaVeda, the
Blv. Lady Gloria, and Lady Bitterwind, Elders of the
Correllian Tradition. In addition Rev. Don has studied both
formally and informally with a variety of teachers from many
Traditions.
Rev. Don in robes as First Priest during the Lustration of the
Ancestors for Year 14 Aq., at PURE Sanctuary Temple in
Danville, IL.
Rev. Don is a co-founder of Witch School, along with Ed High Correll and Lisa
Tuit. Founded in Year 0 Aq. (2000 AD) from the earlier Daily Spell, Witch School
is an online school founded to help the many people seeking Pagan and Magical
education but unable to find real-time teachers in their area. The largest school of
metaphysics in the world Witch School has had hundreds of thousands of students,
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and contains more than 12,000 pages of information, as well as thousands of video
and audio offerings. Although the Witch School International corporation is no
more, the Witch School website continues as part of Correllian Educational
Ministries where it serves as a seminary of the Correllian Nativist Church while
still offering services to all seekers.
Rev. Don is production Head for Magick TV, where he produces various programs
notably the daily "Rev. Don's Vlog", and is a host at Pagans Tonight Radio.
Rev. Don is a co-founder and officer of the Pagan Interfaith Embassy, formerly
serving as 'Pagan Interfaith Ambassador to the U.S.'
Picture
The Pagan Interfaith Embassy was founded in the wake of the Parliament of
World’s Religions (held in Chicago in 1593 Pi. - 1993 AD) with the intention of
fostering greater communication and cooperation between Pagan groups and
Traditions.
 he Pagan Interfaith Embassy has sponsored such events as the Chicago Pagan
T
Leadership Conferences (in ‘94), Pagan Unity Night (‘94), and Pagan Expo ‘97,
2000, and 2001.
Rev. Don has edited several magazines over the years,
including The Round Table magazine (Est. '94) and the
Wheel Of Hekate magazine (‘87 - ‘89) and was art editor
of Psychic Chicago Magazine(‘90-’92).
Rev. Don with M. Rev. Hon. Olivia Robertson of the
Fellowship of Isis, at the Chicago Fellowship of Isis
Convention, Year 4 Aq. For many years Rev. Don regularly
attended this annual convention while he lived in Illinois.
This particular year it was the first stop of the Witches
Across America Tour.
Rev. Don with Rt. Rev. Pete Pathfinder Davis of the Aquarian Tabernacle Church,
in the Hecate Shrine at ATC Headquarters in Index, WA. Year 4 Aq. (2004 AD)
Rev. Don is well known both as an artist and as an
author. Don’s writing or artwork has appeared in
numerous Pagan ‘zines, including Circle Network
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News, Green Egg, Panegyria, Harvest, Covenant of the Goddess Newsletter,Gerina
Dunwich's Golden Isis Magazine,and Silver RavenWolf's PWPA Newsletter.
 ev. Don also illustrated the popular pamphlet "The Other People" available from
R
Pathfinder Press.
Rev. Don’s first published booklet was The Five Mystic Secrets, which he
illustrated and edited for his mother the Blv. LaVeda, who wrote under the
pseudonym Elizabeth Greenwood. The Five Mystic Secrets is considered a
cornerstone of Correllian thought.
Rev. Don has made numerous TV and radio appearances, was co-host of Chicago’s
"The Witching Hour" radio program in the early ‘90s, and was a regular guest on
the "Telepathic Radio" program. Rev. Don hosted "The
Pagan Pundit" program at Pagans Tonight Radio for several
years, and currently hosts "The Correllian Family Hour" on
Pagans Tonight.
I n 1587 Pi. (1987 AD), Don was awarded the Silver
Salamander Award for excellence in Pagan journalism, and
is listed in the Who’s Who of the Magickal and Pagan
Community, published around the same time.
Rev. Don is well known as a professional psychic. He has
been a professional clairvoyant since 1584 Pi. (1984 AD),
and is a well-known
astrologer. But Don is
best known as a Tarologist, and the designer of
the Tarot of Hekate ('82).
Rev. Don was introduced to the Tarot by his
mother, who gave him his first deck (theTarot of
the Hoi Polloi) at age11. The Blv. LaVeda acted
as her son's booking agent during the early part of his psychic career.
FOI Adepti ceremony, Year 0 Aq. (2000 AD), L to R: Adepta Janet Berres,
Adeptus Rev. Don Lewis, Adepta Sarolta deFaltay, and Blv. Arch Priestess Deena
Butta.
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Rev. Don is also a prominent member of the Fellowship of Isis
(http://www.fellowshipofisiscentral.com). In the Fellowship of Isis Rev. Don holds
the standing of Priest and Adept of Isis, Priest Hierophant, Arch Priest, Arch Druid
in the Druid Clan of Dana, and Knight Grand Commander in the Noble Order of
Tara as well as being a member of the Union Triad as part of the Grand
Commanders Union.
Rev. Don's lineage in the Correllian Tradition is thus:
Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell is the initiate of Rev. Krystel High-Correll, Rev.
Krystel High-Correll is the initiate of Blv. LaVeda Lewis-Highcorrell, Blv. LaVeda
Lewis-Highcorrell is the initiate of Blv. Mable High Correll, Blv. Mable High
Correll is the initiate of Blv. Caroline High Correll who is the founder of the
Correllian Tradition.
Picture
" Most Reverend Donald Lewis-Highcorrell,
First Priest and Paramount High Priest, Arch
Priest and Elder, Chancellor of Tradition,
Witch King and Fons Honorum, Grand
Oracle of Tradition, Paramount Grand
Deemster, High Priest and Head of the
Correll Mother Temple and the Temple of the
Holy City, Head of the Order of the Morning
Glory, Male Head of the House of High
Correll and sole Head of the Mabelline
branch of the House, Prince of House and
Faith. Arch Priest, Priest Hierophant, Priest
and Adeptus in the Fellowship of Isis, Arch
Druid in the Druid Clan of Dana, Knight
Grand Commander and Member of the
Grand Commanders Union in the Noble
Order of Tara."
Left: Arch Priest Don's Correllian Heraldic
Banner showing his Personal Sigil as well Witan and Elder's collars, First Priest's
coronet, and peony flowers. Rev. Don is a blood member of the House of
Highcorrell, and is thus entitled to the peony flowers that are used in Correllian
personal heraldry by members of the Highcorrell family.
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LORD DON’S CORNER
By M. Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell

Greetings all,
December has come upon us, and with it the
Solstice, marking the furthest extent to which we
can move in one direction before changing.
In the Northern Hemisphere we are celebrating the
Winter Solstice, the Longest Night, the furthest
extent that we can move into darkness before
turning back to light. In the Southern Hemisphere
we are celebrating the Summer Solstice, the
Longest Day, the furthest extent that we can move into light before turning back to
darkness. What these two Sabbats have in common is that when a thing reaches
perfection, when it reaches its farthest extent, it must change. Nothing can remain
in that state of extremity, even if it wishes to. This is the number Nine, the furthest
extent that numbers can go before Ten starts the numerical cycle off again. It is the
flower that, having bloomed, begins to rot at its moment of utmost beauty.
What does this mean? It means that, as is said, the only constant in life is change.
No matter who we are, no matter what we do, change always awaits us. However
well we plan, however strong we build, nothing stays the same. How we handle
that change, of course, makes all the difference. When we are open to change and
work with it, change will bring us growth and expansion. Often, we will be
joyfully amazed by what change brings us, when we know it as a friend and ally. It
is when we resist change that it becomes difficult. When we are rigid and refuse to
change and grow, change will knock us down, so that we must grow. Change will
water our garden or uproot it, depending on what is necessary for growth to occur.
I
was
recently
on
the
Mainstreet
Universe
podcast
(https://www.blogtalkradio.com/mainstreetuniverse) discussing the pros and cons
of belonging to a Tradition versus being Solitary, and this subject came up. Some
people think that a Tradition must be rigid in character and never changing. I could
not disagree more. Rigidity makes a Tradition, or a person, fragile and brittle. What
is rigid is easily broken. Adaptability, willingness to innovate and grow, are vital to
any organization, including our spiritual Traditions. Without change and growth
any system quickly becomes outdated and relegated to museum exhibits. All
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through my years as First Priest of our Correllian Tradition I have been cognizant
of this. We must maintain the validity of our Correllian identity and teachings by
constantly striving to remain relevant to the present and future. Otherwise, we are
merely worshiping the past as a cold dead thing, not carrying it forward as a vital,
living Tradition.
This is why you see us constantly adapting new technologies and expanding into
new projects, and why we will always continue to do so. This is why we say that
we are not here merely to pass on spiritual knowledge and skills but to expand
upon them. The roots of the tree may be old, but the leaves must remain green.
As we approach the start of the new calendrical year, I am sure that we all are
considering what we hope for from Year 22 Aquarius. The one thing we can all be
sure the new year will bring us is change. My hope is to work with that change to
keep both our roots and our leaves healthy as we continue to grow into the future.
And I call upon you too to work with change and embrace it as a friend and as a
valuable tool for growth. Do not fight change but let it carry you forward into the
future with new growth and new possibilities. Keep what is good from the old and
add what is best from the new, even if it might be unexpected. The New Age is
moving forward and the best is yet to come.
Blessings to all!
M. Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell
First Priest and Chancellor, Correllian Tradition
Vox Correllianus, Apu Tanglaw Liwanag, Member Triad Union

LADY STEPHANIE’S CORNER: ~ DREAM BEADS ~
By M. Rev. Stephanie Leon Neal

Introduction
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Have you ever wondered how to work with dreams in a deeper way that is more
meaningful to your waking life by learning the rest of your lessons through dream
so that each day is spent living in total unbridled hyper awareness of who you are
in Source's eyes and believing in your powers of observation and wisdom? You
already know you are living life as a child of the Goddess, a daughter or son of
God, an eternal being of the light.
The focus of this writing is to learn how to create and utilize the Sea Priestess
Dream Beads in life.
Purpose
Dream Beads help pull our
dreams back into waking
memory, so that we may
re-examine and encode our
dream symbols. Dream beads
can bring you back to a
dream for comfort, strength and guidance. They can also be used to help you enter
the alpha state faster, as you do your daily meditations. Or Dream Beads can help
you find a single dream where you are completely at peace, even in chaos.
The entire string of beads has the correct Sea Priestess bead pattern for memory
activation.
1 – 7 - 1- 4 – 1 - 4 – 1 - 4 – 1 - 4 – 1 - 4 – center - 4 – 1 – 4 – 1 – 4 – 1 – 4 – 1 – 4 –
1–7-1
Bead Formation for Dreamwork
The beads may be created with any color and comfortable shape and size.
String the following formation when creating a strand of Sea Priestess dream
beads:
Below, the numerals within the circles, represent the quantity of beads in each
section on the strand.
Beads for sections may be any size or shape, whereas the center bead should be
different from the section beads.

1-7-1

l-lllllll-l

4-1-4

llll-l-llll
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1-4-1

l-llll-l

4-1-4

llll-l-llll
Center Bead

4-1-4

llll-l-llll

1-4-1

l-llll-l

4-1-4

llll-l-llll

1-7-1

l-lllllll-l

An example of a completed Dream Bead strand.

A.
Place one hand on each side of the strand, while grounding, releasing and
moving into the alpha state of meditation.
©Copyright - Correllian Times
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B.
Then allow your hands to slowly move, in unison, toward the center bead,
all the while, invoking a specific dream you wish to reenter; to continue your
dream work and decoding your dream language.
C.
Your dream will return for you to enter, if not, then fall asleep with your
dream beads nearby.
D.
It is a good idea to always have a writing device and a paper pad on your
bedside table to keep notes. Even if one word is jotted down, (with a date) or even
if you do not understand the word or symbol at this time.
Dreamwork Directions
1.
To use, place one hand on each end of the string of beads.
2.
Slowly move your right and left hands along the beads stopping at each large
bead, moving toward the center bead.
3.
As you do this, gently “WILL” yourself to arrive at your dream, when
holding the center bead. Then slowly move each hand outward, from the center,
until returning to the end of each end of the bead string.
4.
When you instinctively complete your meditation, return the beads to your
sleeping area.
5.
As we are reminded, everything we know and create always starts at the
center within us. WILL the center bead to remind you, that only you are able to
create your dreams, only you can pull your dreams to you, only you can interpret
your dreams. Your origins are found in dreamland.
6.
As you enter meditation, allow yourself to journey to all your dreams, one
dream at a time reclaiming each again. Believe in this sacred tool, believe in your
wisdom, believe in you because I do.
7.
1 – 7 – 1: The vibrations open with the holy numeral (7), surrounded by the
strength of the Goddess (1) and the love of the God (1)
4 – 1 – 4: This vibration forms a strong foundational path to Dreamland, (4) a place
with no beginning or end, just like you; opening your awareness to Source residing
in you. (1)
1 - 4 – 1: This foundational truth is acting upon the fact that your powers are
always activated inside believing in you, thus entering any dream you select. (4,4)
Your core Source beliefs are your center and are on full display in your dream
language. (1)
4 – 1 – 4: This vibration forms a strong foundational path to Dreamland, (4) a place
with no beginning or end, just like you; opening your awareness to Source residing
in you. (1) Step into your rightful place, this is your domain you have been
designing for ages, for the future.
Center: You are safely here. The Dreamland’s Spinning Wheel, you have always
been here, within this moment, within this dream…within a dream. Do you
remember?
©Copyright - Correllian Times
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4 – 1 – 4: This vibration forms a strong foundational path to Dreamland, (4) a place
with no beginning or end, just like you; opening your awareness to Source residing
in you. (1) Step into your rightful place, this is your domain you have been
designing for ages, for the future.
1 – 4 – 1: This foundational truth is acting upon the fact that your powers are
always activated inside believing in you, thus entering any dream you select. (4,4)
Your core Source beliefs are your center and are on full display in your dream
language. (1)
4 – 1 – 4: This vibration forms a strong foundational path to Dreamland, (4) a place
with no beginning or end, just like you; opening your awareness to Source residing
in you. (1)
1 – 7 – 1: The vibrations open with the holy numeral (7), surrounded by the
strength of the Goddess (1) and the love of the God (1)
Numerology
9/9/6/9/center/9/6/9/9
Total Beads: 66
Reduced: 3
Note: The center bead is never counted, unless shopping for your beads which will
be 66 plus 1.

TEA THYME WITH MOTHER & CRONE
By Rev. Pamela Griffith, HP

WOW it’s Yule already!! Stop and take a look at our show
as we showcase Yule, Christmas and a lot of the other
holidays and give you some history and lots of fun and
laughs.
Don’t forget to go to our Youtube or facebook page and
catch up on any episodes that you may have missed. Stop in
on our facebook page and let us know what you’d like to hear about or something
you’d like us to research for you. And join our youtube page so you can get the
secret word and earn free merchandise.
Don’t forget to jump on and tell where you are from!!!
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From Virtual Circle: Full Moon Sunday December 5th and Dark Moon Sunday
December 19th and Yule Tuesday December 21st all starting at 9pm EST. All links
will be posted in the Virtual Circle facebook page, Tea Time facebook page and the
Correllian Hub and CCF. Hope to see you there.

Rev. Ser Mylinda Whiteley AKA Mother

Facebook:
Tea
Thyme
with
https://www.facebook.com/TeaThymeMC

Lady Pamela Maxwell Griffith AKA Crone

Mother

&

YouTube:
Tea
Thyme
with
Mother
&
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtnBrRJz7lqktBOz3SrzpNw

Crone

-

Crone

-

Email: teathymemc@gmail.com
You can also find us on iTunes, Spotify and other podcast platforms under “Witch
School” along with other amazing shows.
Thank you all for your continued support!

THE MEN’S GREEN TENT - COURAGE THROUGH THE
TOUGH TIMES
By Rev. Ser Chad Blackman

Hello again my brothers. Hope all is well and you have enjoyed
the summer weather and holidays so far. The weather has
changed now with leaves turning and cooler weather. While I
was out walking in the yard recently I realized how nature
©Copyright - Correllian Times
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adapts to face the harsh winter. It got me thinking of how we as male counterparts
can adapt to the grind of daily life. With more than 100 suicides a day among men,
the world shows it cruel face. Always criticized and expected to come through for
whatever others need, some of our brothers take failure as the end of their purpose
in life. With no active support system or mental health clinics available for men,
these men were finding themselves at their lowest with no help to see other
options.
I sincerely hope none of you my brothers gets to that point. I want us all to weather
whatever storms that life hands us and come out better people for it. I, for one, am
most always available to chat with any of you that may be going through with
something in your life. I might not offer answers but I can listen. Being spiritual
beings in this world, our most obvious answer is to connect with spirit. Have faith
and continue on our path to finding a resolution. Sometimes this is hard to see but
it is the simplest and truest of answers for each of us. Having courage is just a
matter of sticking things out to their resolution. Sometimes that might not be the
best in our opinion but in time all things come around to us. Have courage for my
brothers to face everything and help others do the same. The rewards are numerous
and wonderful. Nothing good is easy in life. Sometimes the bleakest moments can
help us grow and change in ways we can’t even comprehend until it happens. Keep
the faith and the path brothers always. Help others as you can. Until next time,
blessings to each of you.
Rev. Chad B
*The views and opinions expressed in this article are the sole property of the
writer. They do not reflect the opinion or views of the Correllian Times, staff
or any other third parties.

THE WOMEN’S RED TENT
By Rev. Pamela Griffith, HPS

Well ladies the season is upon us and no matter what
it falls mostly on the women folk to get ‘er done.
The family season is now in full swing, so we need to
be on our A game.
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Let’s take a minute to make sure we have it covered for ourselves. Schedule some
me time, spiritual time, and family time. Make sure you have scheduled what
events you are attending on the planning calendar.
OK now let’s look to make sure we have the necessary ingredients to start.
Teas, calming herbs, calming essential oils, crystals for calming, grounding,
energy. Spells at the ready for helping with those good intentions. Those special
little things (treats) that you have to motivate you to get things done.
Family has been given a copy of events and their roles and responsibilities and
everyone shares. Even the little guys can help with some of the little things we tend
to forget. Does the dog have water?? With a little planning things can work out but
sometimes all the planning in the world cannot deter those things that just have to
happen. Red wine on a white blouse, ouch. Grab the club soda or peroxide and the
lavender (for you to sniff so no one has to call 911), breathe and clean.
The holidays can be rough on all of us, but it seems that the brunt of the work falls
to the women and that needs to be a shared load. Don’t feel guilty because you
only baked 20 dozen cookies and not 25 dozen. Share what you can and ask for
help. Most of us guests would not mind giving you a hand. Yeah, I can set out the
drinks or treats.
Dividing the workload can also be sharing the love. When many of us go to
another home we are more than willing to help with a few things. It gives us some
girl time in the kitchen, which is the heart of the home. It’s easier to destress with a
friend. Cooking and help in the kitchen can double the love or if you are one who
owns the kitchen then some help handing out the food and drinks, setting the table,
answering the door can all lend a little more warmth and joy.
The main thing is you don’t have to do it all, it does not have to be perfect, only
Norman Rockwell has the perfect Christmas pictures and yeah they are paintings
from his imagination. Read that last line again.
So since we are not perfect but we are human let’s just enjoy the love and all the
things that happen. Just like in the movie ‘A Christmas Story’ when the dogs ate
the turkey. Not exactly a heartwarming event but well Chinese food ain’t half bad!!
Just enjoy the time with friends and family but make sure that you do take care of
yourself as this season can literally be a killer. Slow down, set boundaries and most
of all say ‘I love you’ a lot. Count those blessings. You will be amazed.
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Just a new addition I will be leading a red tent the second Saturday of each month
at 9pm EST. I will publish the link on the Virtual Circle facebook page and Tea
Thyme facebook page. So look for it. Saturday January 8, 2022 will be the first one
of the year. Hope to see you there.

KRYSTEL CAVALIERS
By Rt. Rev. Ser Angela Munn AP, CCE

Helping Your Child Understand the Importance of Yule
Does your child understand the importance of Yule? If not, this is
the perfect time to explain this Sabbat to them in terms that they
can understand according to their age level. This could be
explaining the shorter daylight hours and nature's cycles or the deity connections
associated with Yule.
This is also a great holiday to teach children that it is just as important to give as it
is to receive along with a reminder about kindness. Here are several ways to set an
example for this season of giving:
● Make gift bags for senior citizens or the homeless. Check with local senior
centers or homeless shelters for a list of the most needed items or items that
should not be included in gift bags. Include a card or ornament hand made
by your children. Make holiday cards with construction paper or cardstock
and use any items you have to decorate the cards.
● Donate a toy or book to Toys for Tots. Let the children assist in picking out
the toy.
● Help out an elderly or disabled neighbor by raking leaves or shoveling snow
for them.
● Bake cookies or quick bread to give away.
● Make salt dough ornaments and decorate to give away.
● Remember to make edible outdoor ornaments for the birds and squirrels.
And don't forget the oats for the reindeer!
Here are some inexpensive fun ways to celebrate the season with family and
friends:
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● Sing Yule carols together. There are many Pagan songs that can be found
online.
● Hold a Wiccan Yule ritual and thank the Goddess for the past year and for
happiness in the year to come. Include a battle of the Oak King and Holly
King in the ritual. Use non-expanding recreational foam swords or puppets
along with a handmade crown for the winner.
● Take a walk in nature and gather greenery to decorate your home. Make a
Yule wreath or Yule log with the greenery.
● Read a children's book about Yule.
Yule is a time to share love and celebrate the Return of the Light with our
community of family and friends. And the Wheel of the Year turns! Enjoy!
Wiginton, Patti. "Great Ways to Celebrate Yule with Kids" Learn Religions,
September 20, 2021.
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WITCHSCHOOL HAPPENINGS
By Rev. Ser Laurie Denman High-Correll, Arch Priestess CCE, Dean of Students and
Mentoring at WSI

Greetings Witch School Family,
I hope everyone in America had a meaningful Thanksgiving!
Looking forward this month to the celebrations of Yule and
Litha/Midsummer.
This month I have the joy to announce a new Supporting
Membership class written by Most Rev. Don Lewis, the First Priest of the
Tradition, HLB202 Herbs, Oils, and Incense. This course takes you on a journey
to explore herbs, oils, and incense. You will learn how these things are used
metaphysically. You will learn how to make oils, incense, and waters and how to
charge them to their purpose. You will explore 144 herbs for their metaphysical
properties so that you can apply them in your magick!
Main Witch School Site - www.witchschool.com

Witch School the Official Page on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/TheWitchSchool

Witch School International Facebook Group https://www.facebook.com/groups/witchschool/
SO YOU WANNA BE A WITCH!
At Witch School, you will find a variety of courses to take on
many different Magical and Metaphysical subjects including all
the Degree Courses to become Clergy of the Correllian Nativist
Tradition of Wicca. Witch School offers Free Basic Membership
and Supporting Membership options.
So come fly on by and take a look at what Witch School has to offer.
www.witchschool.com
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TRADITION NEWS
Correllian Wicca Lessons For The Third Degree by Rev
Don Lewis is returning to print at last. Available for
PRE-ORDER with an ETA of February
2022. Paperback (Hardcover also available).
Order yours today at Correllian Publishing
https://correllian-publishing.myshopify.com/
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This will feature the present and emerging leadership of the Pagan community.
This conference will be an online and broadcasted event, with interactive
workshops along with Keynote speakers.
This is an exploration of Millennial and Generation Z leadership as they begin
setting the next generation of Pagan Thought, Activities, and Theology, for the
remainder of the first half of the 21st century.
This will be a Free Event.
If you are interested in presenting or doing workshop or talk, please contact the
event chair, Rev. Ser Eboni Nash at serebonicnt@gmail.com or Ser Ed Hubbard at
EdthePagan@gmail.com
MORE INFO TO COME...

INITIATIONS
If any Shrines, Proto Temples or Temples would like to
submit their initiates, we would be pleased to announce the
initiations of degree students! Congratulate them on all
their hard work!! If you or someone you know is about to
move up in the Priesthood, send us the name and degree
and
we
will
gladly
announce
it.
correlliantimes@gmail.com.
Remote initiations are coming up! To participate, please
email Rev. Laurie at RevLaurie@witchschool.com. Please include your degree
number in the email. Zoom links will be provided in the confirmation email along
with information about the Rite. These dedications are performed in English.
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● Second Degree on Saturday December 4th at 1 PM eastern. Deadline to
register was November 28th.
● Third Degree on Saturday December 4th at 3 PM. Deadline to register was
November 28th.

CORRELLIAN TRIVIA
This month’s trivia question:
What is Correllianism?
Find out the answer in next month’s edition!
Last month’s trivia question:
What is the Tradition’s structure?
Answer: TRADITION POSITIONS
Chancellor - The chief executive officer of the Correllian Nativist Tradition,
Paramount High Priest. These two following positions are also the Joint Heads of
the Correllian Tradition, which form a diarchy.
First Priestess - First Priestess is responsible for maintaining the sanctity of the
Correllian Tradition and its connection with the Ancestors and the Divine. The
initiation of all Priesthood, Temples and Orders ultimately derive authority from
this sanctity.
First Priest - First Priest is responsible for coordinating relations between
Correllian Temples, and acts as chairperson for the Witan Council. The First Priest
is responsible for the Tradition’s relations with other Wiccan and Pagan Traditions
and is also responsible for maintaining the Tradition’s history, internal records, and
its publications.
First Elder - The First Elder of the Tradition is the principal advisor to the
Tradition Heads, and to the Tradition as a whole.
Council of Elders - Is an advisory body made up of the Officers of the Correllian
Tradition. The Council of Elders might be described as the “cabinet” of the
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Tradition, being a council whose non-binding opinion is solicited to help shape
Tradition-wide policy.
First Director -The First Director is responsible for maintaining the Tradition’s
legal standing and records and coordinating relations between the various Chief
Directors of Temples.
Witan Council - The Witan Council is made up of the Heads of all Correllian
Temples, members of the Correllian Council of Elders, and the Officers and Heads
of the Correllian Tradition. The Witan Council is an advisory body whose principle
duty is to confirm the succession to the offices of First priestess and First Priest.

TAROT & ASTROLOGY
by Rev. Silas Mimir HP ~

The end of the year is approaching, and Yule
draws nearer. This month we will feature the
Evergreen Yule Tarot Spread from Lisa at
http://angelorum.co. This reading is based on
the Yule Tree! It’s a reading with only 7 cards.
The cards are as follows:

Pine Wreath – What needs to be
brought to completion/purged before the end of the year.
Yule Log – What to hope for in the New Year (a main influence in the
year ahead for good or bad).
Mistletoe – What to fertilize (project/venture/studies/etc.) in the New
Year
Yule Tree – What gift/talent to draw on to make your dreams come
true.
Candles – How to shine your light in the New Year.
Holly – Where you need protection/How to protect yourself.
Ivy – How to establish a foundation of peace in the New Year.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Now let’s move on to our Astrological forecast for December. Let’s start on
December 13th when Mars enters Sagittarius. We are bothered by routine, quickly
becoming restless if we feel confined. We start projects or challenges with gusto,
although we may tend to abandon them rather quickly. This may be because we set
our sights too high! On the same day, Mercury enters Capricorn. During this time,
our conversations may be quite realistic or focused on business/practical matters.
Our thought patterns and communication styles become more logical, orderly, and
organized. Moving right along, the Sun enters Capricorn on the 21st of the month.
We can expect to be motivated by feelings of responsibility, ambition, and respect
for law and order. Capricorn wants tangible results, knows what is feasible and
what is not, and is most comfortable working within an established framework and
known boundaries or limits. Working towards a long-term goal is most satisfying
with this influence. On December 24th, Saturn forms a square with Uranus. During
this time, rules and limitations can feel more challenging to tolerate, but without
some lines drawn, life feels too chaotic. Attempts to assert our individuality,
freedom, and originality tend to undermine our feeling of groundedness and
security. There may be sudden and unexpected twists that force us to do something
different or free ourselves from old habits. We will finish out the month and the
year on the 28th when Jupiter enters Pisces. Jupiter in Pisces encourages us to give
of ourselves and embrace compassion and imagination. We’re spiritually open, but
we also need extra space and time to ourselves to recoup our energy. Thanks for
joining us this month, until next time! (Brought to you by http://cafeastrology.com)

FROM THE FLUFF
By Jason Hottel

Blessings
I am Jason Hottel. I am also known as Fluffy. I used to be a
furry. My pendulum tells me that I don't care what I am
called, as l am not called before 9am pacific time. I live in
Santa Cruz, California. I am working on my first degree in
the Correllian Tradition.
I am studying wicca, and this tradition in particular because of Witchschool.com,
and the amazing community that comes along with it. I am learning about energy,
quantum physics, alchemy and human nature. I enjoy looking into portals and
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leaving rocks in them, attaching ley lines into rocks, sleeping and drinking Dr.
Pepper.
I self identity as a wolf, pretending to do the human thing. I get a nickel every time
I make a bad pun, or some off colored joke. I am aslo queer, and I qualify as
werewolf bait. I am more heathen than anything else. I have the valknut tattooed
on my back. I am in a constant state of Death and Rebirth. I believe this is why the
Valknut hasn't killed me yet despite being werewolf bait (unless I am a clone). I
have no idea if I am the way I am because I learned how to deprogram myself, or I
spent too much time sniffing things that stimulated too many brain cells.
Regardless of why, or how, I have learned how to stand on my 3 paws and enjoy
life.
I am also half Christian. I am a son of God, a disciple of Hekate, Odin and Loki.
The wolf is my totem animal, and I am missing my lower leg. My pet wolf, Baxter,
has what's left of my leg and is using it as a chew toy.
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8qM37o3/
I had a custom tarot card made when the Infinite Tarot was on Kickstarter. The
Fluffy is my version of the Fool. It depicts my journey through my shadow self.
When I receive my third degree, I want to work as a chaplain that specializes in
grief therapy. And yes, I can be serious and focused when I need to.
On July 17, I spilled some ketchup on my leg and Baxyer accidentally mistook it as
a large piece of ham and gnawed it off (bad wolf!) I quickly got over it. There is no
use crying over spoiled meat. I decided that if life gives me lemons, I will make a
lemon missile launcher and engage in shenanigans.
This poem outlines a lot of ideology that I live by, and describes much of my
experiences since I became pagan.
Alchemy
Transmutation
Death and Rebirth...
To take what is there, to grasp what hurts
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To love and accept what is
To witness and validate
Trauma, hurt, suffering and pain
Seeds of strength, sparks of hope
Taking root, catching fire
The phoenix reborn of ash and decay
To stand tall, to walk with the gods
To be one with the creator
To be one with yourself"
Who are you? Who do you want to be? Do you dare to dream? Do you even dare to
let yourself have hope?
These are all questions I was asked by the creator when I was learning to be pagan.
I know what I am. I had to lose my lower leg (and confront my health issues) to
learn that at my core I am, and always have been an alchemist.
Today, the day that I am writing this article, has been exactly 4 years since I had
surrendered to God, and taken a leap of faith and gave myself permission to let go
so I may heal. I had a lot of medical problems that were being suppressed and
contained. I knew my right leg was going bad...had gone bad. I went to the ER
confident that everything was going to be alright.
I had spent the prior three years of my life trying to learn magic, energy healing,
divination and self mastery. I was hoping to heal myself of my physical wounds.
The only thing I learned was the lesson that most wounded healers learn.
I had to heal my spirit and inner child before I could heal my physical form. Four
years ago, I was given the option of keeping my leg intact or learning how to self
heal. In my foolishness, I had asked to claim both. Spirit allowed me to do so. By
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taking an option that was not originally offered, I choose to pander to family, and
society. I believed self healing required me to be physically whole. I slowly learned
I was wrong.
I spent the next several years learning how to put up boundaries, and protect
myself from other people's opinions and expectations. In the space between spaces,
I learned how to deprogram what I considered my modality of thinking. I
discovered that I was happiest as a child, with my sense of humor guiding me
through life. My enthusiastic nature is an expression of the many ways I choose to
reprogram myself. I am far from being happy, and my depression is still there, and
I still care about what other people think. I do recognize that I am a human doing
the human thing, and as long as I allow my feelings to exist, they don't have the
power to endanger my life the way they did once upon a time. What doesn't kill a
person makes you wise, not stronger.
I found myself doing meditation practices, holding sacred space, and doing
divination for others. I learned that the people I was working with were there to
help inspire me to discover ways to heal myself, and stitched back together my
emotions and spirit. The work I was doing was on behalf of other people. It was
never about me. Because of this, I discovered that I was healing without undue
suffering or trauma. (It still was painful.)
In those 4 years, I have decided that I am many things and looked at many labels
and identities. I found that none of that matters. Yesterday something remarkable
happened.
I was given my prosthetic leg. I have something new to learn how to use, and a
hiding place for a squeak toy. I had new options. That was all that mattered.
At that moment, my ego shut off. I heard a voice ask me a question...one that I
have been struggling with for a long time.
"Who are you?"
"I am me."
I realized that I am exactly who I was wanting to be. Our desires reflect our inner
nature. I became everything I felt I was lacking. The creator doesn't make us want
or need something we can't have.
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We desire so we can accept what is there and take ownership of it. This is why I am
taking the path of clergy. This is why I am a tarot reader, meditation guide and
energy healer. I desire to take what I have been given and use it to be of service.
I am currently working on a FB group that is to function as a sacred space for the
wounded, those recovering from wounds, allies of wounded (or anyone who is
interested). The Wrecked Weirdos is a place for people to gather and to share about
people's struggles, triumphs and experiences.
This group is a space where we are allowed to witness each other's growth, provide
resources, community and allow our experiences to become an inspiration. I plan
on posting videos, meditations, and occasional bits of information to help people
pivot in a direction that promotes healing. If you are interested in being a Wrecked
Weirdo, please click on the link below, and join.
I do hope that people actively participate in the
Wrecked Weirdos, post their own stuff, respond to
other people's comments and share the group with
others. It is to be open to everyone, but it will follow
the Corrillian axioms. To have an open heart and open
mind.
I am a spiritual alchemist, and I seek to help inspire
people to be audacious, to step into their own power,
and to walk with the gods
I host a static zoom room on Friday nights for a few
hours. It is a legacy of a Corrillian meetup that was
held last year. It is a sacred container for spiritual
people to socialize. It runs from 6 PM Pacific Time (9
PM Eastern Time) until late into the next morning.
(Link below.) It follows the standard formula of "Open
Heart, Open Mind."
I am maintaining this space until (or if) someone within
the Corrillian tradition wishes to claim it. I currently call it the Fluff Box. It's set up
so that it doesn't need a host. I keep it going because I know we all need a place to
connect and to heal. I encourage people to bring their tarot decks, or other
healing/divination modalities to the Fluff Box. I always offer readings to anyone
who is interested.
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Thank you for giving me space to ramble, and to promote my own unique brand of
shenanigans.
Live long and prosper.
The Fluffy
P.S. I utilize two hashtags on FB to help people locate my content. Please use them
as well if anyone posts related or similar content. #withthefluff
and
#wreckedweirdos. If anyone wishes to contact me directly, join the group, or see
my social media, please explore the following links.
Wrecked Weirdos:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1030811261094480/?ref=share
https://paganworld.ning.com/groups/wrecked-weirdos
With the Fluff:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/284831156240941/?ref=share
Tarot page:
https://www.facebook.com/withthefluff/
FB profile:
https://www.facebook.com/jason.hottel.1
Instagram:
fluffy_mcdougal
TikTok:
@withthefluff
Email:
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Guineajay@gmail.com
Zoom room (Fluff Box):
Friday Nights 6 PM Pacific time
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/8087617258?pwd=SGZkRHlqMjFtYjR4MGt2d2Qrb0I
2QT09
Password: Odin
Messenger chat group:
Legacy of C.C.F.
Website:
Fluffyjay.com

SPIRIT ANIMALS & TOTEMS - SALMON
By Lady Wolfciara, HP

Merry Meet and Welcome
to the Article about Power
Animals and Totems. This
month I will write all
about the slightly strange
animal, as in Power
Animals. I will give some
knowledge about it and
what powers a Salmon
gives as a Power Animal. I have also during my time to finish this article, learned that I
have Salmon as a Spirit Animal, according to Native American SALMON TOTEM.

Most salmon species live 2 to 7 years (4 to 5 average). Steelhead trout can live up
to about 11 years. Salmon are native to tributaries of the North Atlantic (genus
Salmo) and Pacific Ocean (genus Oncorhynchus). Many species of salmon have
been introduced into non-native environments such as the Great Lakes of North
America and Patagonia in South America. Salmon are intensively farmed in many
parts of the world. Sockeye salmon spawn in June and July in Alaska, whereas
kokanee, the landlocked version of sockeye, spawn in the fall. Chum salmon can
spawn as early as March or “late summer,” but with high water flows, the heaviest
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concentrations usually are early in winter. Pink salmon spawn August to October.
They then emerge as fry and spend 1 to 3 years in fresh water before reaching the
smolt stage and migrating out to the ocean, usually in the spring. All sockeye
salmon die within a few weeks after spawning. They sexually mature around the
age of 5, which means their lifespan is about 5 years, although some live longer.
After 2 years at sea, adult salmon can grow to an average length of 28 to 30 inches
and weight of 8 to 12 pounds. Unlike the Pacific salmon species, Atlantic salmon
do not die after spawning, and adults can repeat the breeding cycle. They live for 4
to 6 years. Like all salmon, this species is noted for undergoing long migrations
and significant physiological changes during a transition in habitat from freshwater
rivers, to coastal seas, and back to freshwater rivers. Adult Atlantic salmon live in
coastal seas and feed on pelagic invertebrates and some fishes. The Atlantic
salmon (Salmo salar) is a species of ray-finned fish in the family Salmonidae. It is
the 3rd largest of the Salmonidae, behind Siberian Taimen and Pacific Chinook
Salmon, growing up to a meter in length. Atlantic salmon are found in the northern
Atlantic Ocean and in rivers that flow into this ocean. Most populations of this fish
species are anadromous, hatching in streams and rivers but moving out to sea as
they grow where they mature, after which the adult fish seasonally move upstream
again to spawn. When the mature fish re-enter rivers to spawn, they change in
colour and appearance. Some populations of this fish only migrate to large lakes,
and are "landlocked", spending their entire lives in freshwater. Such populations
are found throughout the range of the species. Unlike Pacific species of salmon, S.
salar is iteroparous, which means it can survive spawning and return to sea to
repeat the process again in another year -such individuals can grow to extremely
large sizes, although they are rare. The different life stages of the fish are known by
many different names in English: alevin, fry, parr and smolt. Atlantic salmon is
considered a very healthy food and one of the fish with a more refined taste in
many cultures. As such it features in numerous popular traditional cuisines and can
fetch a higher price than some other fish. It has thus long been the target of
recreational and commercial fishing, and this, as well as habitat destruction, has
impacted the population in some areas. As a result, the species is the subject of
conservation efforts in several countries, which appear to have been somewhat
successful since the 2000s. Techniques to farm this species using aquacultural
methods have also been developed, and at present it is farmed in great numbers in
many places around the world. Although this is now a viable alternative to
wild-caught fish, farming methods have attracted criticism from environmentalists.
The Atlantic salmon was given its scientific binomial name by Swedish zoologist
and taxonomist Carl Linnaeus in 1758. The name, Salmo salar, derives from the
Latin salmo, meaning salmon, and salar, meaning leaper, according to M.
Barton,[4] but more likely meaning "resident of salt water"[citation needed]. Lewis
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and Short's Latin Dictionary (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1879) translates salar as a
kind of trout from its use in the Idylls of the poet Ausonius (4th century CE). Later,
the differently coloured smolts were found to be the same species. Other names
used for the Atlantic salmon are: bay salmon, black salmon, caplin-scull salmon,
fiddler, sebago salmon, silver salmon, outside salmon and winnish. At different
points in their maturation and life cycle, they are known as parr, smolt, grilse, grilt,
kelt, slink, and spring salmon. Atlantic salmon that do not journey to sea are
known as landlocked salmon (or ouananiche in North America). Atlantic salmon
are the largest species in their genus, Salmo. After two years at sea, the fish
average 71 to 76 cm (28 to 30 in) in length and 3.6 to 5.4 kg (7.9 to 11.9 lb) in
weight.[6] But specimens that spend four or more winters feeding at sea can be
much larger. An Atlantic salmon netted in 1960 in Scotland, in the estuary of the
river Hope, weighed 49.44 kg (109.0 lb), the heaviest recorded in all available
literature. Another netted in 1925 in Norway measured 160.65 cm (63.25 in) in
length, the longest Atlantic salmon on record. The colouration of young Atlantic
salmon does not resemble the adult stage. While they live in freshwater, they have
blue and red spots. At maturity, they take on a silver-blue sheen. The easiest way of
identifying them as an adult is by the black spots predominantly above the lateral
line, though the caudal fin is usually unspotted. When they reproduce, males take
on a slight green or red colouration. The salmon has a fusiform body, and
well-developed teeth. All fins, except the adipose fin, are bordered with black. The
natural breeding grounds of Atlantic salmon are rivers in Europe and the
northeastern coast of North America. In Europe, Atlantic salmon are still found as
far south as Spain, and as far north as Russia. Because of sport-fishing, some of the
species' southern populations in northern Spain are growing smaller. The species
distribution is easily influenced by changes in freshwater habitat and climate.
Atlantic salmon are a cold-water fish species and are particularly sensitive to
changes in water temperature. The Housatonic River, and its Naugatuck River
tributary, hosted the southernmost Atlantic salmon spawning runs in the United
States. However, there is a 1609 account by Henry Hudson that Atlantic salmon
once ran up the Hudson River. In addition, fish scale evidence dating to 10,000
years BP places Atlantic salmon in a coastal New Jersey pond. Two publications
from 1988 and 1996 questioned the notion that Atlantic salmon were
prehistorically plentiful in New England, when the climate was warmer as it is
now. This argument was primarily based on a paucity of bone data in
archaeological sites relative to other fish species, and the assertion that historical
claims of abundance may have been exaggerated. This argument was later
challenged in another paper which claimed that lack of archaeological bone
fragments could be explained by salmon bones being rare at sites that still have
large salmon runs and that salmonid bones in general are poorly recovered relative
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to other fish species. Atlantic salmon populations were significantly reduced in the
United States following European settlement. The fur trade, timber harvesting,
dams and mills and agriculture degraded freshwater habitats and lowered the
carrying capacity of most North American streams. Beaver populations were
trapped to near-extinction by 1800, and log drives and clear-cutting further
exacerbated stream erosion and habitat loss. As timber and fur gave way to
agriculture, freshwater Atlantic salmon habitat was further compromised.
According to historian D.W. Dunfield (1985) "over half of the historical Atlantic
salmon runs had been lost in North America by 1850". As early as 1798, a bill for
the preservation of Atlantic Salmon was introduced in Canadian Parliament, to
protect populations in Lake Ontario. In the Gulf Region of Nova Scotia it was
reported that 31 of the 33 Atlantic salmon streams were blocked off by lumber
dams, leading to the extirpation of early-run fish in many watersheds. The inshore
Atlantic salmon fishery became a major export of the New World, with major
fishing operations establishing along the shores of major river systems. The
southernmost populations were the first to disappear. Young salmon spend one to
four years in their natal river. When they are large enough (c. 15 centimetres (5.9
in)), they smoltify, changing camouflage from stream-adapted with large, gray
spots to sea-adapted with shiny sides. They also undergo some endocrinological
changes to adapt to osmotic differences between freshwater and seawater habitat.
When smoltification is complete, the parr (young fish) now begin to swim with the
current instead of against it. With this behavioral change, the fish are now referred
to as smolt. When the smolt reaches the sea, they follow sea surface currents and
feed on plankton or fry from other fish species such as herring. During their time at
sea, they can sense the change in the Earth magnetic field through iron in their
lateral line. When they have had a year of good growth, they will move to the sea
surface currents that transport them back to their natal river. It is a major
misconception that salmon swim thousands of kilometres at sea; instead they surf
through sea surface currents. It is possible they find their natal river by smell,
although this is not confirmed; only 5% of Atlantic salmon go up the wrong river.
The range of an individual Atlantic salmon can thus be the river where they are
born and the sea surface currents that are connected to that river in a circular path.
Wild salmon continued to disappear from many rivers during the twentieth century
due to overfishing and habitat change.
Life stages
The freshwater phases of Atlantic salmon vary between two and eight years,
according to river location. While the young in southern rivers, such as those to the
English Channel, are only one year old when they leave, those further north, such
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as in Scottish rivers, can be over four years old, and in Ungava Bay, northern
Quebec, smolts as old as eight years have been encountered.
The first phase is the alevin stage, when the fish stay in the breeding ground and
use the remaining nutrients in their yolk sacs. During this developmental stage,
their young gills develop and they become active hunters. Next is the fry stage,
where the fish grow and subsequently leave the breeding ground in search of food.
During this time, they move to areas with higher prey concentration. The final
freshwater stage is when they develop into parr, in which they prepare for the trek
to the Atlantic Ocean. During these times, the Atlantic salmon are very susceptible
to predation. Nearly 40% are eaten by trout alone. Other predators include other
fish and birds.[citation needed] Egg and juvenile survival is dependent on habitat
quality as Atlantic salmon are sensitive to ecological change. When parr develops
into smolt, they begin the trip to the ocean, which predominantly happens between
March and June. Migration allows acclimation to the changing salinity. Once
ready, young smolt leave, preferring an ebb tide. Having left their natal streams,
they experience a period of rapid growth during the one to four years they live in
the ocean. Typically, Atlantic salmon migrate from their home streams to an area
on the continental plate off West Greenland. During this time, they face predation
from humans, seals, Greenland sharks, skate, cod, and halibut. Some dolphins have
been noticed playing with dead salmon, but it is still unclear whether they consume
them. Once large enough, Atlantic salmon change into the grilse phase, when they
become ready to return to the same freshwater tributary they departed from as
smolts. After returning to their natal streams, the salmon will cease eating
altogether prior to spawning. Although largely unknown, odor – the exact chemical
signature of that stream – may play an important role in how salmon return to the
area where they hatched. Once heavier than about 250 g, the fish no longer become
prey for birds and many fish, although seals do prey upon them. Grey and common
seals commonly eat Atlantic salmon. Survivability to this stage has been estimated
at between 14 and 53%.


Very young fertilized salmon eggs, notice the
developing eyes and neural tube

Newly hatched alevin feed on their
yolk sacs
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When the alevin or sac fry have depleted their yolk sac
or "lunch box", they emerge from the gravel habitat of
their redd (nest) to look for food as fry.
The fry become parr, and pick home rocks or plants in
the streambed from which they dart out to capture
insect larvae and other passing food.

When the parr are ready for
migration to the ocean, they become smolt.
Atlantic salmon breed in the rivers of Western Europe
from northern Portugal north to Norway, Iceland, and
Greenland, and the east coast of North America from
Connecticut in the United States north to northern
Labrador and Arctic Canada. The species constructs a nest or "redd" in the gravel
bed of a stream. The female creates a powerful downdraught of water with her tail
near the gravel to excavate a depression. After she and a male fish have eggs and
milt (sperm), respectively, upstream of the depression, the female again uses her
tail, this time to shift gravel to cover the eggs and milt which have lodged in the
depression. In a 2003 study, Atlantic salmon and sea-run brown trout spawning in
the Numedalslågen River and 51 of its tributaries in southeastern Norway was
unhindered by beavers. In a restored, third-order stream in northern Nova Scotia,
beaver dams generally posed no barrier to Atlantic salmon migration except in the
smallest upstream reaches in years of low flow where pools were not deep enough
to enable the fish to leap the dam or without a column of water over-topping the
dam for the fish to swim up.
The importance of winter habitat to salmonids afforded by beaver ponds may be
especially important in streams of northerly latitudes without deep pools where ice
cover makes contact with the bottom of shallow streams. In addition, the up to
eight-year-long residence time of juveniles in freshwater may make beaver-created
permanent summer pools a crucial success factor for Atlantic salmon populations.
In fact, two-year-old Atlantic salmon parr in beaver ponds in eastern Canada
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showed faster summer growth in length and mass and were in better condition than
parr upstream or downstream from the pond. Despite being the source of
considerable controversy, the likelihood of escaped Atlantic salmon establishing an
invasive presence in the Pacific Northwest is considered minimal, largely because
a number of 20th century efforts aimed at deliberately introducing them to the
region were ultimately unsuccessful. From 1905 until 1935, for example, in excess
of 8.6 million Atlantic salmon of various life stages (predominantly advanced fry)
were intentionally introduced to more than 60 individual British Columbia lakes
and streams. Historical records indicate, in a few instances, mature sea-run Atlantic
salmon were captured in the Cowichan River; however, a self-sustaining
population never materialized. Similarly unsuccessful results were realized after
deliberate attempts at introduction by Washington as late as the 1980s.
Consequently, environmental assessments by the US National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS), the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife and the BC
Environmental Assessment Office have concluded the potential risk of Atlantic
salmon colonization in the Pacific Northwest is low. Possibly because of
improvements in ocean feeding grounds, returns in 2008 were very positive. On the
Penobscot River in Maine, returns were about 940 in 2007, and by mid-July 2008,
the return was 1,938. Similar stories were reported in rivers from Newfoundland to
Quebec. In 2011, more than 3,100 salmon returned to the Penobscot, the most since
1986, and nearly 200 ascended the Narraguagus River, up from the low two digits
just a decade before. Recreational fishing of Atlantic salmon is now authorized in
much of the US and Canada where it occurs in large numbers, but this is subject to
regulations in many states or provinces which are designed to maintain the
continuity of the species. Strict catch limits, catch and release practices and forced
fly fishing are examples of those regulations. However, catch and release angling
can be an additional stressor on Atlantic salmon populations, especially when its
impacts are combined with the existing pressures of climate change, overfishing,
and predation. Around the North Atlantic, efforts
to restore salmon to their native habitats are
underway, with slow progress. Habitat restoration
and protection are key to this process, but issues of
excessive harvest and competition with farmed and
escaped salmon are also primary considerations. In
the Great Lakes, Atlantic salmon have been
reintroduced, but the percentage of salmon
reproducing naturally is very low. Most areas are
re-stocked annually. Since the extirpation of Atlantic salmon from Lake Ontario in
the late 19th century, the state of New York has stocked its adjoining rivers and
tributaries, and in many cases does not allow active fishing. The province of
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Ontario started the Atlantic Salmon Restoration Program in 2006, which is one of
the largest freshwater conservation programs in North America. It has since
stocked Lake Ontario and surrounding tributaries with upwards of 6,000,000 young
Atlantic salmon, with efforts growing each year. In New England, many efforts are
underway to restore salmon to the region by knocking down obsolete dams and
updating others with fish ladders and other techniques that have proven effective in
the West with Pacific salmon. There is some success thus far, with populations
growing in the Penobscot and Connecticut Rivers. Lake Champlain now has
Atlantic salmon. The Atlantic Salmon Federation is involved in restoration efforts
along the eastern United States and Canada, where their projects are focused on
removing barriers to fish passage and eradicating invasive species.
Recent documented successes in the reintroduction of Atlantic salmon include the
following:
In October 2007, salmon were video-recorded running in Toronto's Humber River
by the Old Mill. A migrating salmon was observed in Ontario's Credit River in
November 2007. As of 2013, there has been some success in establishing Atlantic
salmon in Fish Creek, a tributary of Oneida Lake in central New York. In
November 2015, salmon nests were observed in Connecticut in the Farmington
River, a tributary of the Connecticut River where Atlantic salmon had not been
observed spawning since "probably the Revolutionary War".[63] However, both
state and federal experts indicated that this find likely represented a dwindling
wave of returning stocked fish from massive salmon restoration efforts that had
concluded years earlier in 2012. Significant doubt was cast on fish returning to
spawn in meaningful numbers after 2017, when the last generation of stocked
salmon would return. The North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organization is an
international council made up of Canada, the European Union, Iceland, Norway,
the Russian Federation, and the United States, with its headquarters in Edinburgh.
It was established in 1983 to help protect Atlantic salmon stocks, through the
cooperation between nations. They work to restore habitat and promote
conservation of the salmon. The Chinook salmon is the largest species of Pacific
salmon as well as the largest in the genus Oncorhynchus. Its common name is
derived from the Chinookan peoples. Other vernacular names for the species
include king salmon, Quinnat salmon, Tsumen, spring salmon, chrome hog,
Blackmouth, and Tyee salmon. Found in: Lake Ontario, Lake Berryessa, Detroit
Lake. Appearance. When they're in the ocean, Chinook salmon are blue-green on
the back and top of the head with silvery sides and white bellies. They have black
spots on the upper half of the body and on both lobes of the tail fin. Chinook
salmon also have a black pigment along the gum line, thus the nickname
"blackmouth." The chum salmon (Oncorhynchus keta) is a species of anadromous
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fish in the salmon family. It is a Pacific salmon, and may also be known as dog
salmon or keta salmon, and is often marketed under the name silverbrite salmon.
The name chum salmon comes from the Chinook Jargon term tzum, meaning
"spotted" or "marked", while keta in the scientific name comes from the Evenki
language of Eastern Siberia via Russian.
Spawning
Most chum salmon spawn in small streams and
intertidal zones. Some chum travel more than 3,200
km (2,000 mi) up the Yukon River. Chum fry
migrate out to sea from March through July, almost
immediately after becoming free swimmers. They
spend one to three years traveling very long
distances in the ocean. These are the last salmon to
spawn (November to January) in some regions. In
Alaska they are the first to spawn in June and August and are then followed by
pink and coho salmon. They die about two weeks after they return to the
freshwater to spawn. They utilize the lower tributaries of the watershed, tend to
build nests called redds, really little more than protected depressions in the gravel,
in shallow edges of the watercourse and at the tail end of deep pools. The female
lays eggs in the redd, the male sprays milt on the eggs, and the female covers the
eggs with gravel. The female can lay up to 4000 eggs.
Species
The term "salmon" comes from the Latin salmo, which in turn might have
originated from salire, meaning "to leap".The nine commercially important species
of salmon occur in two genera. The genus Salmo contains the Atlantic salmon,
found in the North Atlantic, as well as many species commonly named trout. The
genus Oncorhynchus contains eight species which occur naturally only in the
North Pacific. As a group, these are known as Pacific salmon. Chinook salmon
have been introduced in New Zealand and Patagonia. Coho, freshwater sockeye,
and Atlantic salmon have been established in Patagonia, as well. The steelhead
anadromous form of the rainbow trout migrates to sea, but it is not termed
"salmon".Also, there are several other species which are not true salmon, as in the
above list but have common names which refer to them as being salmon. Of those
listed below, the Danube salmon or huchen is a large freshwater salmonid related
to the salmon above, but others are marine fishes of the unrelated Perciformes
order:
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Eosalmo driftwoodensis, the oldest known salmon in the fossil record, helps
scientists figure how the different species of salmon diverged from a common
ancestor. The British Columbia salmon fossil provides evidence that the divergence
between Pacific and Atlantic salmon had not yet occurred 40 million years ago.
Both the fossil record and analysis of mitochondrial DNA suggest the divergence
occurred 10 to 20 million years ago. This independent evidence from DNA
analysis and the fossil record indicate that salmon divergence occurred long before
the glaciers (of Quaternary glaciation) began their cycle of advance and retreat.
Different species of Salmon
Atlantic salmon(Salmo salar) reproduce in northern rivers on both coasts of the
Atlantic Ocean. Landlocked salmon (Salmo salar m. sebago) live in a number of
lakes in eastern North America and in Northern Europe, for instance in Lakes
Sebago, Onega, Ladoga, Saimaa, Vänern, and Winnipesaukee. They are not a
different species from the Atlantic salmon but have independently evolved a
non-migratory life cycle, which they maintain even when they could access the
ocean. Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) are also known in the United
States as king salmon or blackmouth salmon, and as spring salmon in British
Columbia. Chinooks are the largest of all Pacific salmon, frequently exceeding 14
kg (30 lb).The name tyee is used in British Columbia to refer to Chinook over 30
pounds, and in the Columbia River watershed, especially large Chinooks were once
referred to as June hogs. Chinook salmon are known to range as far north as the
Mackenzie River and Kugluktuk in the central Canadian arctic, and as far south as
the Central California coast. Chum salmon (Oncorhynchus keta) is known as dog,
keta, or calico salmon in some parts of the US. This species has the widest
geographic range of the Pacific species:[44] in the eastern Pacific from north of the
Mackenzie River in Canada to south of the Sacramento River in California and in
the western Pacific from Lena River in Siberia to the island of Kyūshū in the Sea
of Japan. Coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) are also known in the US as silver
salmon. This species is found throughout the coastal waters of Alaska and British
Columbia and as far south as Central California (Monterey Bay). It is also now
known to occur, albeit infrequently, in the Mackenzie River. Masu salmon or
cherry salmon Oncorhynchus masou) are found only in the western Pacific Ocean
in Japan, Korea, and Russia. A land-locked subspecies known as the Taiwanese
salmon or Formosan salmon (Oncorhynchus masou formosanus) is found in central
Taiwan's Chi Chia Wan Stream. Pink salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha), known
as humpies in southeast and southwest Alaska, are found in the western Pacific
from Lena River in Siberia to Korea, found throughout northern Pacific, and in the
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eastern Pacific from the Mackenzie River in Canada[42] to northern California,
usually in shorter coastal streams. It is the smallest of the Pacific species, with an
average weight of 1.6 to 1.8 kg (3.5 to 4.0 lb). Sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus
nerka) is also known in the US (especially Alaska) as red salmon.This lake-rearing
species is found in the eastern Pacific from Bathurst Inlet in the Canadian Arctic to
Klamath River in California, and in the western Pacific from the Anadyr River in
Siberia to northern Hokkaidō island in Japan. Although most adult Pacific salmon
feed on small fish, shrimp, and squid, sockeye feed on plankton they filter through
gill rakers.Kokanee salmon are the land-locked form of sockeye salmon. Danube
salmon, or huchen (Hucho hucho), are the largest permanent freshwater salmonid
species.
History
The salmon has long been at the heart of the culture and livelihood of coastal
dwellers, which can be traced as far back as 5,000 years when archeologists
discovered Nisqually tribes remnants. The original distribution of the Genus
Oncorhynchus covered the Pacific Rim coastline. History shows salmon used
tributaries, rivers and estuaries without regard to jurisdiction for 18–22 million
years. Baseline data is near impossible to recreate based on the inconsistent
historical data, but confirmed there has been massive depletion since the 1900s.
The Pacific Northwest was once sprawled with native inhabitants who practiced
eco management, to ensure little degradation was caused by their actions to salmon
habitats. As animists, the indigenous people relied not only on salmon for food,
but spiritual guidance. The role of the salmon spirit guided the people to respect
ecological systems such as the rivers and tributaries the salmon used for spawning.
Natives often used the entire fish and left no waste by creating items such as
turning the bladder into glue, bones for toys, and skin for clothing and shoes. The
first salmon ceremony was introduced by indigenous tribes on the pacific coast,
which consists of three major parts. First is the welcoming of the first catch, then
comes the cooking and lastly, the return of the bones to the Sea to induce
hospitality so that other salmon would give their lives to the people of that village.
Many tribes such as the Yurok had a taboo against harvesting the first fish that
swam up river in summer, but once they confirmed that the salmon had returned in
abundance they would begin to catch them in abundance. The indigenous practices
were guided by deep ecological wisdom, which was eradicated when
Euro-American settlements began to be developed.Salmon has a much grander
history than what is presently shown today. The Salmon that once dominated the
Pacific Ocean are now just a fraction in population and size. The Pacific salmon
population is now less than 1–3% of what it was when Lewis and Clark arrived in
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the region. In his 1908 State of the Union address, U.S. President Theodore
Roosevelt observed that the fisheries were in significant decline. On the Columbia
River the Chief Joseph Dam completed in 1955 completely blocks salmon
migration to the upper Columbia River system. The origin of the word for
"salmon" was one of the arguments about the location of the origin of the
Indo-European languages.
Mythology
In Norse mythology, after Loki tricked the blind god Höðr into killing his brother
Baldr, Loki jumped into a river and transformed himself into a salmon to escape
punishment from the other gods. When they held out a net to trap him he attempted
to leap over it but was caught by Thor who grabbed him by the tail with his hand,
and this is why the salmon's tail is tapered. Salmon are central spiritually and
culturally to Native American mythology on the Pacific coast, from the Haida and
Coast Salish peoples, to the Nuu-chah-nulth peoples in British Columbia. The
Salmon totem comes under the governance of the Fire element and the cardinal
direction of South-Southwest. If you thought a Beaver was a bundle of energy, wait
till you meet a Salmon person. They are so fast that Salmon seems to disappear in a
moment’s notice. Driven by enthusiasm and passion, people are attracted to
Salmon and often jump in the stream with him. The experience is wholly
encompassing, filled with rapids of fun and usually ending as a success. Those
born under the sign of the Salmon must have meaningful objectives. Nothing is
done without thought as to how to make it helpful, compassionate and responsive
to a viable need. Greed has no place in Salmon’s world. With partners, Salmon
shows great zeal and creativity. Within the circle of that relationship deep
understanding builds. Both Salmon and their partner are forever changed for the
better for this experience. If you are a Salmon you root for the little guy,
sometimes to a fault because you feel things so deeply. You see those who serve,
often without getting any real recognition. Salmon is ready and willing to provide
just that with a refined stage manner. Salmon’s connection with water plays a role
in this Totem’s characteristics. You are creative, artistic and refreshing. You are
attracted to places with living water from which your mind and spirit can drink
fully.
Salmon Totem
The life path of a Salmon is one of creativity and enthusiasm! This Native
American Zodiac Sign wants whatever they touch to shine and inspire!
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Salmon Birth Totem Overview
If your birthday falls between July 22 and August 22 in the Northern Hemisphere
or January 20 – February 18 in the Southern Hemisphere you are swimming under
the Native American Zodiac Sign of the Salmon. In Western Astrology that makes
you a Leo or an Aquarius, respectively. If you’ve heard the phrase “swimming
upstream” then you already have an idea of how the Salmon spirit works – they
want to control things even if it means changing natural directions. This desire is
driven by passion and courage – so don’t expect these waters to flow easily.
Unfortunately this sometimes leads to dogma and stringent black and white lines of
their own making. This is one of Salmon’s most difficult lessons – how to feel and
remain in harmony with nature’s rhythms rather than fight against the tide. In
group settings Salmon will often lead the pack with zest and gusto that’s
contagious. When others might back away from the challenge, they tie courage
around their fins and keep on going. Salmon people usually live by example. This
is not a wholly selfless approach to life, however. There may be an underlying
need for external accolades so that those secret self-doubts, buried deep in
sub-conscious waters stay out of daily thoughts. Nature shows us that the Native
American Zodiac Sign of Salmon has a drive to reproduce. Until they do, their
spirit will never find peace. Note that this desire need not manifest in physical
children. It can be anything from artful masterpieces to the next great novel.
No matter what, Salmon is not deterred by what appear to be impossible odds.
Salmon Traits, Personality and Characteristics
Navigation flows through Salmon’s blood. Down to their, well, toes Salmon
always feel like they know where to go – at least one place of which is a
pilgrimage back to the place Salmon considers “home”. Throughout this adventure
Salmon seeks the approval of those in their Circle and may be considered a bit of a
drama King or Queen. Once people understand that this isn’t really ego, but rather
part of Salmon’s transformative process toward self-actualization, misconceptions
will disappear. Salmon definitely enjoys the good life and they enjoy sharing that
richness with others! The Native Americans see Salmon as a symbol of wealth and
providence. So much is the case that fish bones are traditionally returned to the
waters so they can experience rebirth. If your partner is a Salmon, get used to the
idea of a place for everything – organization is this fish’s passion. Also, prepare
yourself to shower your Salmon with suitable praise for their efforts or they might
swim away feeling unappreciated. The season of the Salmon is one of growth,
maturity and abundance. It is ruled by the South wind, the cardinal direction of
South-Southwest, and the Fire element. This seems contrary to Salmon’s watery
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home, but the energy level of the Salmon certainly shines with fire-like intensity
(careful, don’t burn out!). The summer season belongs to those with the Salmon
birth totem. It can rejuvenate their spirit like little else can if they spend summers
embracing all of nature’s treasures and use them with respectfulness. The Fire in
this sign supports the exuberance of the Salmon and their bravery. This, combined
with the Southern energies, makes Salmon a very passionate Native American
Zodiac sign. Carnelian, a fire stone, is also associated with Salmon and provides
great confidence and willpower while Salmon’s plant – Raspberry Cane keeps the
Salmon’s aura cleansed and filled with joy!
Salmon Totem Love Compatibility
In relationships, Salmon likes to be the leader of the school. Salmon is rather
idealistic about relationships and enjoys being romanced (surprise gifts are
welcome!). In bed, Salmon partners are very sexual and seductive and even bring
a bit of drama to foreplay. Overall Salmon craves a loyal relationship with a lot of
fire to keep things interesting.
Salmon Totem Animal Career Path
Salmon do well when they can really connect with their job on an emotional level.
Salmon thrive in environments where they can express their enthusiasm and apply
those awesome organizational skills. As a result, management – particularly in
heart felt companies like health care or charity organizations can be a great choice
for this birth totem! These types of positions also provide an income that feeds
Salmon’s love of sparkly finery and gives them a chance to thrive in the spotlight.
Salmon Totem Metaphysical Correspondences
Birth dates, Northern Hemisphere: Jul 22 – Aug 22
Birth date, Southern Hemisphere: Jan 20 – Feb 18
Corresponding Zodiac Signs: Leo (North), Aquarius (South)
Birth Moon: Ripe Berries Moon
Season: Month of Abundance & Ripening
Stone/Mineral: Carnelian
Plant: Raspberry Cane
Wind: South
Direction: South – Southeast
Element: Fire
Clan: Falcon
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Color: Red
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CRONE’S CORNER
By Rev. Pamela Maxwell Griffith HPS

Well, it’s Yuletide, Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanza and
about 20 other holidays all mixed in, so HAPPY
HOLIDAYS.
The end of the calendar year is quickly approaching, and
family holidays are racing towards us.
As much as we are different, we are alike. The holidays
tend to prove that we all still look at the holidays in
much the same way and we all have feelings about the
season.
I say Happy Holidays since most people do not have their faith/spiritual path
tattooed on their forehead. Yes, we have many holidays to celebrate and y’all know
I love a good celebration!
Remember this year, tensions run high during the holidays and the stress factor is
way over the top. There are those who are determined to push their faith and try to
make you think that America is a Christian nation—heaven forbid someone
actually read the constitution and the bill of rights but—we need to remember who
we are. Yeah, let’s look at that. We are a spiritual path not a religion. We walk
accompanied many times by friends and family, but it is our own path that we
ultimately walk.
Many times, on that path we encounter the stressors that we need to push us to
grow. Many times, the things that anger us or bring out the darker side of us are
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really our reflections. What we see in others that upsets us is what we need to work
on ourselves.
So, let’s reflect on why we get upset and our reaction to it. No one can make us
mad; it is our reaction to the situation that insights us to allow our anger to come
forward. We have control, we just need to learn how to use it. Nothing can deflate a
‘Karen’ quicker than not giving her the satisfaction of a reaction that she wanted to
see in us.
Trust me with my genealogy I have a temper like Mt. Vesuvius, and it blows much
hotter and quicker!! But now maybe let’s try a gentler and simpler way to diffuse
the situation.
Set your boundaries and be firm. Decide who to not spend too much time with
because you just get mad. Maybe spend a little more time with those who make
you laugh. Maybe try to get some time to get some of your genealogy written
down. Decide what, where and when you are going to this season.
Take some “me time'' if you need it and trust me, we all could use some. Breathe
deeply before you think you will say something you might not really need to. Try
to be kinder and gentler.
Walk with your ancestors and don’t be afraid to call on a little support from them.
Hey, they’re family and yeah they know yours. Some witchy things to remember
like calling on support, carrying hematite to ground, a little lavender to help calm
down (a necklace with some drops of lavender essential oil can go a long way to
calm you down), instead of alcohol maybe try some hot herbal teas.
There are a lot of ways to survive the holidays, but the best way is to learn to enjoy
the little things that make the holidays

MUSIC: “MUSIC & LOSS”
By Rev. Ser Eboni Nash

Music is one of the first things I go to when I am
grieving any loss. Whether it’s a loved one or an end
to a chapter of my life, there is a song or album that
helps me to get through the emotions that are
associated with all forms of the grief and sense of
loss I may experience.
As the holiday season continues with Yule and
Christmas right around the corner, for some people,
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this time of year is very difficult. Recently there has been much personal loss in
the lives of many people in the various social circles I am a part of, and in their
grieving process, I have seen many posts of songs that help them cope or remind
them of the people who have crossed over. There’s nothing like musical healing in
times of sadness. Many songs people tend to choose will provoke strong emotions
from within in order to help release all the tension and pain, making way for inner
peace to eventually fill in the space left behind. There are many folks that have a
hard time with showing vulnerability in any form. Crying can be very helpful in
releasing pent up tension and energetic baggage. However for some, it’s very
difficult to allow that vulnerable place to come without some sort of means to shift
their feelings to that hard place. Music is a great way to do that & it creates a safe
place for people to be open in that emotional soft spot.
If this is a hard time of year for you, I hope that
music can help you find healing and think of the
fond memories of those who you miss during the
holiday season. The memories and great times of
our beloved ancestors are what keep their spirit
alive in our hearts, and a musical tribute or playlist
of favorite songs can make all the difference.
Blessed Yule and Happy Holidays to you all!! May
the music get you through <3

KITCHEN WITCHERY - CANDY CANE PIE
By Rev. Ser Stacey Blair HP~

As we celebrate Yule here in the Northern
Hemisphere there is an abundance of candy canes
everywhere we look. This dessert was inspired by all
of those favorite sugary snacks.
Ingredients:
●
●
●
●

1 chocolate pie crust
1 cup heavy cream
1 ½ cup powdered sugar
16 oz cream cheese softened
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●
●
●
●
●
●

10 drops red food coloring
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
1 teaspoon peppermint extract
½ cup candy canes crushed
1 cup Cool Whip
Candy canes for decoration

Instructions:
●
●
●
●
●

In a bowl whip the heavy cream until stiff peaks form and set aside for later.
In a bowl mix together powdered sugar and cream cheese.
Add the food coloring, extracts and mix until you achieve the desired color.
Add the crushed candy canes.
Add the cream cheese mixture into the first bowl of heavy cream and mix on
low speed.
● Put chocolate pie crust into a glass pie dish or decorative Yule one.
● Pour mixture into pie crust.
● Top with Cool Whip and decorate with candy canes. Chill for 2 hours and
enjoy!!

THE APOTHECARY
By Rev. Pamela Maxwell Griffith, HPS

Aloe
Aloe is all over Florida and I love it!! I have always
had an aloe plant in my kitchen for those little
burns but it is for so much more!! This awesome
little house plant is easy to grow and can grow
almost anywhere inside. So if you are limited on
garden space or don’t have a really green thumb
then aloe is for you!!
In a garden aloe can take over so be careful when you plant it outdoors, it will take
over by shooting out little ‘babies’ (shoots) in all directions. You will need to cull
your aloe and keep it from growing over itself.
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MEDICINAL
Research on the use of aloe for specific conditions shows:
Burns and wounds. Application of aloe gel appears to shorten the
duration of wound healing for first- and second-degree burns. Aloe gel
might also promote wound healing.
·

Acne. Research suggests that aloe gel, applied in the morning and
evening in addition to the use of the topical prescription acne medicine
tretinoin (Retin-A, Atralin, others), might be more effective in reducing
acne than using a topical prescription alone.
·

Psoriasis. Aloe extract cream might reduce redness, scaling, itching
and inflammation caused by mild to moderate psoriasis. You might need
to use the cream several times a day for a month or more to see
improvements in your skin.
·

Herpes simplex virus. Applying a cream containing aloe extract might
help lesions heal sooner.
·

Oral lichen planus. Research suggests that twice-daily application of
aloe gel for eight weeks might help reduce symptoms of this
inflammatory condition that affects the inside of the mouth. (Aloe, 2021)
·

MAGICKAL
Aloe is known for its properties of protection, driving away evil and it brings good
luck.
Fun Facts about Aloe Vera
·
Cleopatra loved to use aloe vera as part of her beauty routine and would use
it daily.
·
In 2200 BC people thought that sickness was a sign of demonic possession.
Aloe vera was one of the divine plants which were thought to have the ability to
exorcise demons.
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·

Aloe is an important plant in Chinese traditional medicine.

·
Japan calls aloe the “royal plant” due to its many uses. Samurai used the
juice to help heal aches and sprains. Apparently, after the Atomic bombs were
dropped in 1944, people who used aloe on their wounds healed much faster and
scarred less than those who didn’t.
·

Aloe is considered a plant of balance in Ayurvedic medicine.

·

Aloe is one of the most studied natural plants in the world.

·
Ancient Egyptians called it the “plant of immortality” and it was often used
in the mummification process.
·

It can be used as a natural deodorant and insect repellent.

·
nature.

Aloe vera is considered as one of the plants with the strongest auras in

·
The sale of products with aloe vera in them has an estimated global market
value of around $13 billion a year. (Pollux, 2021)

Allspice
It is the unripe berry of the Myrtle Pepper Tree and it
grows in many warm tropical places like Florida!
MEDICAL
How does it work?
Allspice contains a chemical called eugenol, which
might
explain
some of its traditional uses for toothache, muscle
pain, and as a germ-killer. Other compounds in
allspice seem to kill cancer cells. (Allspice,
2021)
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MAGICKAL
Allspice is used as incense and burned for money, luck and healing.
Recipe Ideas Featuring Allspice
·
Allspice is often featured in brines for pickled fish (such as herring) and
vegetables, often alongside whole cloves, mustard seed, black peppercorns, bay
leaves, or other aromatics.
·
Mincemeat pie filling is typically made with dried fruit seasoned with
allspice, cinnamon, ginger, nutmeg, and cloves.
·
Jamaican jerk seasoning, rubbed on chicken and all manner of other meats
(and vegetables!), is typically made from a blend of allspice, nutmeg, black pepper,
thyme, cayenne pepper, paprika, sugar, salt, garlic, and ginger.
·
Use allspice in pumpkin desserts such as pumpkin pie, bread, cake, or
muffins.
·
Warming winter beverages such as mulled wine and spiced apple cider is a
great use for whole allspice berries.
·
Apple pie is often seasoned with a combination of allspice and cinnamon.
Find our apple pie recipe here.
·
Swedish meatballs are typically made with ground beef and pork,
breadcrumbs, black pepper, allspice, ginger, nutmeg, and cloves. (Allspice, 2021)
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ARTS & CRAFTS - DOUGH ORNAMENTS
By Rev. Ser Stacey Blair, HP~

The best craft that my kids
love to do at every
holiday, especially Yule,
are dough ornaments.
These
simple
little
ornaments can be made to
look like anything you can
dream up, add any spice
for fantastic smells and
paint or use food dye for
any holiday. Add them to
your Yule tree, hang them
around your home or
decorate your altar.
● 2 cups flour (whole
wheat flour can be used for a gingerbread look)
● 1 cup salt
● 1 cup water
● Cookie cutters
● Paints or food dye
● Yard, twine or string for hanging
● Spices of your choice
Preheat your oven to 325 degrees.
Mix all dry ingredients together, slowly stir in water while kneading the dough
until smooth.
Add your spices and/or food dye at this point as well.
Roll out dough on a cutting board and cut with cookie cutters or press into desired
shapes.
Use a toothpick or straw to make a hole in the top of the ornament.
Bake until the ornament is hard and dry, generally around 1 to 1 1/2 hours
depending on how thick the ornament is.
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Allow to cool and decorate with paint, glitter, beads, buttons, feathers, pine cones,
etc.
Use a clear coat acrylic varnish if you wish to preserve and use multiple years.
Add colored yarn or twine to match the season and hang with pride.
You can also make these to hang in a tree for bird feeders. Leave the salt out of the
mix and instead add bird seed and 3 tablespoons of honey to the mix. Lay out a
piece of foil, pack half the cookie cutter with the mix, press tight, add bird friendly
yarn and pack the rest of the cookie cutter with mix. Set in a cool, dry place for 4
to 6 hours flipping once halfway through drying. Gently push out of the cookie
cutter and allow to dry overnight before hanging in a tree for your feathery friends
to enjoy.

HEALTH
By Rev. Pamela Griffith, HPS

Yes, it’s that time of year again so here’s some information for you to ponder. All
this information came from the CDC. If you have further questions or concerns talk
to your medical professional.
What’s New for 2021-2022
A few things are different for the 2021-2022 influenza (flu) season, including:
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The composition of flu vaccines has been updated.
All flu vaccines will be quadrivalent (four components), meaning designed to
protect against four different flu viruses. For more information: Quadrivalent
Influenza Vaccine | CDC.
Licensure on one flu vaccine has changed. Flucelvax Quadrivalent is now
approved for people 2 years and older.
Flu vaccines and COVID-19 vaccines can be given at the same time.
More detailed guidance about the recommended timing of flu vaccination for some
groups of people is available.
Guidance concerning contraindications and precautions for the use of two flu
vaccines – Flucelvax Quadrivalent and Flublok Quadrivalent – were updated.
There were some changes to CDC’s flu surveillance systems.
(Flu Season 2021-2022, 2021)

There are many different flu viruses, and they are constantly changing. The
composition of US flu vaccines is reviewed annually and updated as needed to
match circulating flu viruses. This season, all flu vaccines will be designed to
protect against the four viruses that research indicates will be most common. Each
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year, the Food and Drug Administration’s Vaccines and Related Biological
Products Advisory Committee (VRBPAC) makes the recommendation for the flu
vaccine composition for US flu vaccines.
For 2021-2022, recommendations were made for egg-based, cell-based, and
recombinant flu vaccines as listed below:
Egg-based vaccine composition recommendations:
●
●
●
●

an A/Victoria/2570/2019 (H1N1) pdm09-like virus;
an A/Cambodia/e0826360/2020 (H3N2)-like virus;
a B/Washington/02/2019- like virus (B/Victoria lineage);
a B/Phuket/3073/2013-like virus (B/Yamagata lineage)

Cell- or recombinant-based vaccine composition recommendations:
●
●
●
●

an A/Wisconsin/588/2019 (H1N1) pdm09-like virus;
an A/Cambodia/e0826360/2020 (H3N2)-like virus;
a B/Washington/02/2019- like virus (B/Victoria lineage);
a B/Phuket/3073/2013-like virus (B/Yamagata lineage).

These recommendations include two updates compared with 2020-2021 US flu
vaccines. Both the influenza A(H1N1) and the influenza A(H3N2) vaccine virus
components were updated. Compared with the Southern Hemisphere flu vaccine
recommendation, this recommendation represents one update and that is to the
influenza A(H3N2) component.
For more information, visit Influenza Vaccine for the 2021-2022 Season |
FDAexternal icon
Each December, we go out for fun, parties and drinks with family and friends. But
we ask you to stop and think for a second about being responsible. December is
National Drunk and Drugged Driving Prevention Month and since the holiday
season has a higher accident rate than others on average, it is important to echo the
message of consciousness of being in a proper state behind the wheel. According to
the National Safety Council, over 40,000 people died in alcohol-related traffic
accidents last year. So this year, stay safe during the holidays.
HISTORY OF NATIONAL
PREVENTION MONTH
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Since 1981, high officials all across America have worked their hardest promoting
the importance of staying sober while driving during the month of December,
proclaimed National Drunk & Drugged Driving Prevention Month or National
Impaired Driving Prevention Month, and it all stemmed from one woman and her
resolve.
On May 3, 1980, thirteen-year-old Cari Lightner was struck and killed by Clarence
Busch in a drunk driving accident. When police arrested Clarence, they found this
was not his first occurence, even down to a hit-and-run drunk driving fine less than
a week before his accident with Cari. At the time, driving while intoxicated was a
misdemeanor that was barely prosecuted, meaning that Busch was very unlikely to
have gone to jail.
This unacceptable fact motivated Cari’s mother, Candy Lightner, to take action.
The result was the non-profit organization known as MADD, Mothers Against
Drunk Driving. Candy’s movement quickly grew across the nation. She pushed for
a more strict definition of what drunk driving was, having legislators pass stricter
laws and prosecutions that included jail time and license suspensions, up to having
President Reagan establish 21 as the minimum drinking age and appointing
Lightner as part of a commission developed to tackle the issue.
To this day, Candy continues to advocate for anti-drunk, drugged and distracted
driving legislation as president of We Save Lives. “I am not against drinking. I am
responsible for drinking. We don’t let people walk around with a loaded gun in our
neighborhood. But we let them drive when they drink.”
(National Drunk and Drugged Driving Prevention Month, 2021)
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MENTAL HEALTH
By Rev. Pamela Griffith, HPS, BS Psych

Yes I know it is easier said than done
but by being a little more aware and
slowing down just a little we can cut
out some of that stress that comes with
the holidays.
I know it is a continuing thread with
me, stress. I’ve been around long
enough to know what it can do to you
and how it can affect your health. I’ve
seen my share of friends die from stroke, heart attack and a myriad of other health
issues related to stress.
Ok so let’s take on the holidays headfirst.
Get a big Calendar and some colored pens/pencils/markers to color code the way
you need to. Could be by person, or family event vs parent/child event, whatever
will work for your family and don’t forget to mark the days for shopping, baking,
decorating, and just fun home times.
1. have a family meeting and decide what parties/gatherings you want to attend.
Pull out the BIG calendar and start sharpening your pencils. What are the parties
you feel you want to attend? Include the whole family in this discussion.
2. What activities do you want to attend? Put them on the calendar.
3. You hosting? Then ask for help. Even just someone to bring the sodas. It’s one
thing off your list!
4. Going to a party? What can you do to help?
5. Decorating?? Who helps and who gets to untangle the lights??
6. Baking?? What and who has to clean up?
7. Remember that children (all ages and sizes) do get bored easily and cranky
during the holidays so it may take a little more patience to get done what you need
to.
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8. Don’t forget to plan some down time and quiet time. Gatherings are great but if
you are already stressed it might not be a great time to be running all over town.
9. Cut back on what you do if you are stressed. And if there is a tight budget it’s ok
just let everyone know so there are no hard feelings and that alone can take a huge
amount of stress from you.
Remember the holidays are about JOY not who bought the most, who partied the
most, or who did the most.

When is International Day of Disabled Persons in 2021? International Day of
Disabled Persons is the 3rd of December 2021. First launched in 1992, the event is
in its 29th year of celebration, marking nearly three decades of meaningful change
for the disabled community.
(International Day of Disabled Persons 2021, 2021)
What is the theme for International Day of Disabled Persons 2021?
In 2021, the theme for the International Day of Persons with Disabilities is ‘Not
All Disabilities are Visible’. Some disabilities, like mental health disorders, chronic
pain and fatigue, are invisible – but that does not make them any less devastating to
someone’s quality of life.
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This year, include invisible disabilities in your inclusion initiatives to recognize
World Disability Day.
(National Day of Diabled Persons, 2021)
I love that this year is about those ‘invisible’ disabilities. I totally hate it when I
hear, ‘oh you don’t look sick’. Well Lupus doesn’t always show itself outside but
inside is a different story. IBS is raging during a flare. My body is on fire during a
flare. My bones ache during a flare. But I sometimes have no outer symptoms
except that cute butterfly across my nose.
Or the ‘you don’t look depressed’. Really??? Mental Health issues can be
debilitating. Just getting up some days can cause great pain and devastation. Just
getting up and getting a shower can be something to celebrate!!
So, all those who suffer in silence since they don’t look sick can finally breathe a
sigh of relief. Yes, you have heard!!!
So remember to treat everyone with a little kindness, you may never know what
someone is going through…so be nice!
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MIND & SPIRIT - DOING WHAT IS RIGHT
By Rev. Ser Chad Blackman

Good day family! Hope you all are enjoying the holidays. I just
wanted to give you a quick thought to keep in mind these trying
times. We just celebrated the Witch New Year and now
Thanksgiving has passed us. I hope we all enjoyed some time with
loved ones and good food. I know that I and mine were thankful this
past year. Even though it was somewhat a hard year for us, we
persevered and came out much better than before. No, we didn’t win the lottery or
anything, but we had time together to face things and grow together. I am quite
thankful we had those times together. Both bad and good we learned a lot and
grew.
As this joyful Yule season is upon us, I pray each of you keeps being thankful. We
live in a chaotic world these days with a lot of folks at each other’s throats over
trivial matters. Forgiveness seems to be scant at best with most today. I know we as
witches, Pagans, Wiccans or whatever can do better than this. While we live in this
world, we don’t have to subscribe to it and the cruelty it applauds. We should
always stand up for what is right. However, I am cautious about this one thing. I
have seen over the years even to this day where many will go with little
information or even misinformation into a cause that is not their own. It might not
even be a healthy or good cause. Whatever the reason, please always do what is
right and err on the side of caution. Enjoy these holidays and continue your deeper
energy work my family. Let’s be an example to the world of what should be. Until
next month many blessings.
Rev. Chad B
*The views and opinions expressed in this article are the sole property of the
writer. They do not reflect the opinion or views of the Correllian Times, staff or
any other third parties.

THE QUIET CORNER - THE BIRTH
By Rev. Ser Stacey Blair, HP ~

Let’s begin by closing our eyes and floating up above ourselves, into the clouds,
flying through the air. We continue flying until we reach the land of winter and
land upon a mountain top. The land is in darkness only lit by a full moon. We
look down upon the snow covered canopy of trees, seeing the beautiful white dress
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that gently hugs the forms. Look deeper, into those trees, see the snow on each
individual branch, glistening like a million pieces of glitter.
Look beyond the trees, you see a clearing.
Within this clearing there is a fire heating a
single beautiful female. She is aware of you
looking at her and smiles. She prepares her
flowing silver robes around herself and you
realize you are looking upon the Goddess herself.
She raises her head up to the heavens and lets out
a primal scream, one that all mothers in birth
have let out since the dawn of time. She lifts her robes to lift a golden child up.
This child shines from within, the birth of the sun, the God. She swaddles the child
and looks up again to the heavens. You look into the distance, dawn has begun
with the birth of this child. Light returning to the darkened land. As the child
grows so shall this light. You say a prayer over the newborn babe and the Goddess
and find yourself being lifted again up to the sky.
As you float back to your body, remember your experiences, your feelings. Upon
returning, take a few deep breaths releasing your old self and being born anew.
Open your eyes. Welcome to Yule!

CALENDAR - DECEMBER 2021
(All times listed are Eastern US Time)

“Yule is when the dark half of the year cedes to the light half. Known as Solstice
Night, Awaiting the rebirth of the Sun God. Bonfires, wassailing crops with toasts
of spiced cider a time of madness and awesomeness”
― Anujj Elviis
Wednesday 1
● Collect pine cones to boil or make bird feeders
Thursday 2
● Collect snow water for patience, icicle water for protection
Friday 3
● Cut out paper snowflakes and decorate the house
Saturday 4
● Remote Initiation - Second Degree 1 PM
● Remote Initiation - Third Degree 3 PM
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● Correllian Award Ceremony 7 PM
● New Moon
Sunday 5
● Tea Thyme with Mother and Crone 3 PM
Monday 6
● Comet Leonard appears 6 AM
● Chancellor’s Chat 9 PM
Tuesday 7
● World Walker’s Meeting 2 PM
Wednesday 8
● Take a day for self reflection and self care
Thursday 9
● Enjoy a cup of fresh herbal tea
Friday 10
● Update your herbal remedies as cold season is upon us
Saturday 11
● Great Crystal Web 7 PM
Sunday 12
● Tea Thyme with Mother and Crone 3 PM
Monday 13
● Chancellor’s Chat 9 PM
Tuesday 14
● Geminid Meteor Shower 3 AM
Wednesday 15
● Make potpourri from peppermint, eucalyptus and pine
Thursday 16
● Oil your candles with some favorite Yule scents
Friday 17
● Decorate home and altar for Yule
Saturday 18
● Time to charge those crystals and supplies
Sunday 19
● Tea Thyme with Mother and Crone 3 PM
● Full Moon
Monday 20
● Chancellor’s Chat 9 PM
Tuesday 21
● Yule
Wednesday 22
● Light your Yule log
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Thursday 23
● Make Wassail
Friday 24
● Spend a family day baking
Saturday 25
● Volunteer at a Pagan pantry shelter or soup kitchen
Sunday 26
● Tea Thyme with Mother and Crone 3 PM
Monday 27
● Chancellor’s Chat 9 PM
Tuesday 28
● Embrace the outdoors and enjoy a fire after
Wednesday 29
● Reflect on this past year as you watch a sunrise
Thursday 30
● Enjoy that Gingerbread house and watch a movie
Friday 31
● Have a witchy friends night with eggnog and spiked hot apple cider

CORRELLIAN HELPDESK & FEATURED ORDERS

This is a section on where to find info for the Correllian.

Post links along with a
brief description of where to find the information. To submit your information,
email us at CorrellianTimes@gmail.com. The Correllian Times does hold the
policy that we publish at Editors’ discretion.

At

the Correllian Tradition’s official website, you can find a list of all the
Tradition’s Temples, Proto-Temples, Shrines, Orders, and Study Groups by
clicking on the “Groups” tab at the top of the homepage. Contains the Corr store to
purchase badges for stoles, stoles and robes, etc. Also the place to find
membership applications. www.correllian.weebly.com
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At

Correllian Publishing, you can find a number of items relating to the
Correllian Tradition.
Pick one up for yourself or a gift for someone.
www.correllian-publishing.myshopify.com

At Witchschool, you will find a variety of courses to take on a number of witchy
subjects. There are free courses and supporting courses for a low fee. Come and
take a look and while you’re there, earn your Priest/ess Degree! You’ll never know
what you’ll find at www.witchschool.com

We have a wide variety of Facebook groups and Pages for Tradition members to
participate in.
Orden de la Sendero del Bosque Austral
Order Head: Rev. Morgana Viento del Mar
Co-Keeper: Astra Leyli
 he mission of the order focuses on the study and research of the
T
South American flora and fauna, in terms of their magical associations and
correspondences.
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CORRELLIAN GROUPS

If anyone would like to include a brief advert for their Correllian groups, send it to
CorrellianTimes@gmail.com.

Join Rev. Don Lewis for Chancellor’s Chat,
Monday nights at 9 PM Eastern! You never know
what we might end up talking about - magic and
ritual, theology, history, art, social issues, etc but
it’s always interesting.
www.facebook.com/groups/CompassionLeagueTemple.
The
Compassion League Temple was recognized on 25 May, year 12
Aquarius and formalized in September, year 13 Aquarius. They
mentor First, Second and Third Degree students across the country
through their Temple and WitchSchool. Headed by Rt. Rev. Ser.
Angela Munn, AP.

www.facebook.com/mysticalrainbowtemple
Mystical Rainbow
Temple was chartered 13 May, year 18 Aquarius and formalized 19
April 20 Aquarius specifically to give LGBTQ a pagan home on the
internet. Temple Head: Rev. David K. Fortney Jr. HP~.
www.facebook.com/ourladyofthehealingfields Our Lady of the
Healing Fields Proto-Temple was chartered on 5 January, year 16
Aquarius. Located in Michigan, they conduct family-friendly rituals
and participate in the Krystel Cavaliers scouting. Headed by Rev.
Ser. Stacey Blair, HP~.
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www.facebook.com/groups/templotierradegracia Temple of Tierra de
Gracia was chartered in February 2018 and formalized in May 2021. It
is located in Caracas, Venezuela and headed by Rev Hazsoly Bellatrix
de Fira under the imperium of Rt Rev Eblis Pendragon.
The Correllian Order of Artificers is an Order for those that make
or handle Correllian Regalia, Symbols, and Sigils in many ways,
shapes, forms, and mediums, as well as other crafts.

Correllian Order of Hursini is an Order that focuses on the historical,
educational and medicinal aspects of cannabis, while also learning
different ways cannabis can be used for magickal purposes as well as
spiritual growth.

The Correllian Order of Photographers and Videographers
provides a place for those interested in learning about and honing
their skills of videography and photography to share their work. This
is a great place for individuals to learn how to better utilize their
skills or improve them with respect to lighting vs. shadows,
saturation, aperture, angle, subject background/foreground, the Rule
of Thirds as well as editing and alteration of photos and video. Join us if you would
like to learn more!

The Correllian Order of Mousai is a Chartered Order in the
Correllian Nativist Tradition, dedicated to our mission of embracing
the inner wisdom received through the exploration of music and all
its magickal properties.
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The Correllian Order of Seshat is an Order for all those who love
Journalism and writing.

CORRELLIAN ADVERTISING

Advertising can be done for a price of $12 a month for a 1-inch by
2-inch section. If you would like to submit an ad, please contact
us for information. CorrellianTimes@gmail.com

Customized Sigils: Round $5, Square $7. Contact Salena
Murdock at murdocksam1@yahoo.com.

THE GIVER’S ZONE

The

Correllian Nativist Tradition
welcomes your financial support!!
Your willingness to help in this effort is
much appreciated. Your gift, no matter
how small, will make a difference and
provide essential support to the
Tradition.
Givers understand the
benefits gained by both the Giver and
receiver. Have a question, contact: Rt.
Rev. Ser. Mike Neal AP at
CNTFundRaisingOffice@earthlink.net.
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News From CNT Fundraising Office and the CorrStore
The
Correllian
Merchandise
can
http://correllian.weebly.com/corr-store.html

be

found

via

this

link.

WITCHY WISDOM: Monthly Oracle
By Rev. Silas Mimir HP~

“Your path might seem dark, full of curves, and
hard to see, but it is sure and steady. Even in the
darkness, I am with you. In this darkest time of the
year, find strength in the darkness, and you can
overcome any obstacle in your way.”

DECEMBER CORRESPONDENCES

Nature Spirits: Snow Fairies, storm fairies, Winter tree faeries
Trees: Pine, Fir, Holly
Birds: Snowy owl, Rook, Robin
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Deities: Hathor, Hecate, Neith, Athene, Minerva, Irchel, Osiri, Morns, Fates

CORRESPONDENCE TO THE EDITORS
Our readers are always welcome to write to the Editors. To do so, please email
your correspondence to: CorrellianTimes@gmail.com
Are you interested in writing for the Correllian Times? Are you interested in a
specific topic and wish we would include it? Let us know! Recently wrote a
research paper and want to share it with the Tradition? Send it to the email above!!

NOTICE: All content within these pages belongs
to the Correllian Times and/or it’s Editors.
Permission must be granted before being duplicated.
Submissions are printed at Editors’ discretion.
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